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ABSTRACT

We present Hubble Space Telescope WFC3/UVIS (F275W, F336W) and ACS/WFC optical (F435W,

F555W, and F814W) observations of the nearby grand-design spiral galaxy M101 as part of the Legacy

Extragalactic UV Survey (LEGUS). Compact sources detected in at least four bands were classified by

both human experts and the convolutional neural network StarcNet. Human experts classified the

2,351 brightest sources, retrieving Nc = 965 star clusters. StarcNet, trained on LEGUS data not

including M101, classified all 4,725 sources detected in four bands, retrieving Nc = 2, 270 star clusters.

The combined catalog represents the most complete census to date of compact star clusters in M101.

We find that for the 2,351 sources with both a visual- and ML-classification StarcNet is able to

reproduce the human classifications at high levels of accuracy (∼ 80− 90%), which is equivalent to the

level of agreement between human classifiers in LEGUS. The derived cluster age distribution implies

a disruption rate of dN/dτ ∝ τ−0.45±0.14 over 107 < τ < 108.5yr for cluster masses ≥ 103.55M� for

the central region of M101 and dN/dτ ∝ τ−0.02±0.15 for cluster masses ≥ 103.38M� in the northwest

region of the galaxy. The trends we recover are weaker than those of other nearby spirals (e.g. M51)

and starbursts, consistent with the M101 environment having a lower-density interstellar medium, and

providing evidence in favor of environmentally-dependent cluster disruption in the central, southeast,

and northwest regions of M101.

Keywords: galaxies: individual (M101, NGC 5457) - galaxies: spiral - star clusters: star formation

1. INTRODUCTION

The large-scale environments of galaxies play an im-

portant role in their evolution: galaxies in denser en-

vironments tend to be more bulge dominated, less gas-

rich, and have lower overall star formation rates (SFR;

Tempel et al. 2011). These trends are especially pro-

nounced in galaxy clusters where gas can be efficiently

removed through tidal interactions and ram pressure

stripping (e.g., Hester 2006; Roediger 2009; Boselli et al.

2021). However, some of these effects also appear in less

dense environments, such as galaxy groups and mergers.

To better understand this pre-processing of galaxies, we

need a more complete picture of the gas removal and

accretion processes across all types of environments.

M101 (NGC 5457) provides a unique laboratory for

studying the evolution of a massive spiral galaxy under-
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going tidal interactions with two late-type dwarf galaxies

(NGC 5474, NGC 5477) within a nearby galaxy group

(Geller & Huchra 1983). In such environments, minor

companions can drive significant evolution in disk struc-

ture and ongoing star formation activity. Observations

of M101 and other nearby spiral galaxies indicate that

their stellar populations and emission properties can be

strongly dependent on radius (Walker 1964; Pilyugin

et al. 2014; Croxall et al. 2016; Esteban et al. 2020).

These trends are attributed both to chemical abundance

gradients (e.g., Hartwick 1970; Humphreys & McElroy

1984; Eggenberger et al. 2002; Grammer & Humphreys

2013), as well as radial variations in their star formation

histories (SFH) (e.g., Smith & Hayward 2018; Williams

et al. 2018; Dale et al. 2020). Many of these studies

point to a scenario of galaxy evolution where disks grow

primarily through star formation triggered by the in-

flow of pristine intergalactic gas, major mergers, or the

accretion of smaller satellite galaxies (Governato et al.

2007). Observational markers of such an inside-out for-

mation scenario include negative metal abundance gra-

dients and ultraviolet/optical colors that are increas-

ingly blue as a function of galactocentric radius (e.g.,

Larson 1976; Ryder & Dopita 1994; Barnes et al. 2014;

D’Souza et al. 2014).

In addition to radial variations in their stellar popu-

lations, nearby spiral galaxies contain a large number

young massive stellar clusters (YSCs), which has led to

the suggestion that these objects could represent the

present-day analogs of ancient globular clusters (e.g.,

Zepf et al. 1999; Whitmore et al. 2002). The conditions

under which these clusters can survive for ≥ 10 Gyr is

still uncertain due to a lack of consensus on the influence

different galactic environments have on YSC evolution.

While cluster destruction through gas removal (1 − 10

Myr) appears largely mass-independent (Pfeffer et al.

2018), there is not agreement on whether later phases

of cluster destruction are mass- or environmentally-

dependent. In the case of mass-dependent-disruption

(MDD; e.g., Lamers et al. 2005; Bastian et al. 2012) a

cluster’s lifetime depends on its mass such that low-mass

clusters in weaker tidal fields or ones with fewer interac-

tions with surrounding giant molecular clouds (GMCs)

have longer lifetimes than low-mass clusters in stronger

fields. Whereas, mass-independent disruption (MID;

e.g., Whitmore et al. 2007; Fall et al. 2009) suggests

that there is a universal expression for the fraction of

clusters that are disrupted per unit (logarithmic) time,

with roughly 90% of clusters disrupting in each decade

of time independent of the cluster mass.

These two scenarios are likely not mutually exclusive:

MID may arise in extreme star-forming conditions or

with extreme ambient tidal fields like what is seen in

the Antennae Galaxies (e.g., Fall et al. 2005; Whitmore

et al. 2010). However, in this case the overall proper-

ties of a galaxy’s interstellar medium (ISM) may still

have a strong influence on the resulting cluster age and

mass distributions (Elmegreen & Hunter 2010). Sev-

eral studies have found evidence for environmentally-

dependent cluster formation and evolution (Boutloukos

& Lamers 2003; Silva-Villa & Larsen 2011). Silva-Villa

et al. (2014) and Adamo et al. (2017) found a higher

disruption rate of clusters toward the center and lit-

tle or no disruption in the outer regions of M83 and

NGC 628 respectively. Messa et al. (2018b) find a sim-

ilar trend in M51a (i.e., NGC 5194), which is undergo-

ing an interaction with its lower-mass companion M51b

(i.e., NGC 5195). Finally, Linden et al. (2021) find sim-

ilar evidence for environmental influence on the disrup-

tion rates seen towards the centers of luminous infrared

galaxies involved in major mergers in the local Universe.

One of the primary challenges for discriminating be-

tween different disruption scenarios is the lack of large

and homogeneously selected samples of star clusters

with masses below ∼ 104M� in galaxies which contain a

large diversity in their star-forming environments. With

one of the largest observed negative abundance gradients

for a spiral galaxy in the local Universe (∼ ∆0.6dex in

lo.pdfg(O/H) over R25 - Croxall et al. 2016), and a

diameter nearly twice that of the Milky Way (MW),

the cluster populations in M101 can shed light on the

role environment plays on the evolution of star clusters

in galaxies. Large numbers of compact clusters have

been seen previously in lower-resolution wide-field im-

ages with WFPC2 (Bresolin et al. 1996; Barmby et al.

2006) and ACS (Simanton et al. 2015). However a com-

plete multi-band census of M101’s cluster population has

remained unexplored relative to other nearby massive

spiral galaxies (e.g., Adamo et al. 2020b, for a review).

Targeted spectroscopic observations of the most massive

clusters and giant HII regions in M101 (Chen et al. 2005;

Simanton-Coogan et al. 2017) reveal that M101 contains

both young and old clusters with properties (size, lumi-

nosity) similar to clusters in other nearby spiral galaxies

and the MW.

Here we present the results from an HST ACS and

WFC3 investigation into the star cluster populations of

M101 with the Legacy Extragalactic UV Survey (LE-

GUS: Calzetti et al. 2015), which provides a two orders

of magnitude larger sample of well-characterized star

clusters than what has been done thus far. We adopt a

distance of 6.7 Mpc for M101 (Sabbi et al. 2018). The

paper is organized as follows: In §2, the observations,

cluster identification, classification via both humans and
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machine learning (ML) techniques, and spectral energy

distribution (SED) fitting are presented. In §3 we com-

pare the human-classified and ML-classified cluster sam-

ples and discuss the resulting completeness limits of the

cluster sample. In §4, the age and mass functions are

discussed within the context of nearby massive spiral

galaxies for clusters found in both the inner and outer-

disk of M101. §5 is a summary of the results.

2. OBSERVATIONS, CLUSTER IDENTIFICATION,

AND CLASSIFICATION

M101 was observed as part of LEGUS in two UV

bands (NUV=F275W, U=F336W) with the UVIS chan-

nel on the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) for five inde-

pendent fields which we label the C, SE, NW1, NW2,

and NW3 (see Figure 1). These observations were com-

plemented by archival Wide Field Camera images from

the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) in three optical

filters (B=F435W, V=F555W, I=F814w) covering the

same field-of-view. The pixel scale of the final images in

each field is 0.04”. The completeness of this photometric

dataset allows us to break the age-reddening degeneracy

in star clusters, and enable derivation of ages, masses,

and extinctions with ∼ 0.1−0.2 dex accuracy, via SED-

fitting on a cluster-by-cluster basis (e.g., Adamo et al.

2017; Messa et al. 2018a; Cook et al. 2019a). Star clus-

ters with masses below ∼ 103M� are subject to signif-

icant stochastic sampling of the underlying initial mass

function (IMF), which primarily affects the ionizing pho-

ton rate and thus luminosity of clusters with ages ≤ 10

Myr (Krumholz et al. 2015; Ashworth et al. 2017). We

will address the mass completeness limit of our derived

cluster samples in §3.1. A description of the cluster

selection, photometry, and SED fitting procedures are

further presented in Adamo et al. (2017); Grasha et al.

(2019). We briefly summarize here the key aspects of

these methods.

The automated catalogue of star cluster candidates is

extracted from the ACS F555W image (PSF ∼ 0.1”) for

each pointing with source extractor (SExtractor; Bertin

& Arnouts 1996). The SExtractor input parameters are

optimized to identify sources with a ≥ 10σ detection in

10 continuous pixels. This procedure returns the posi-

tions of candidate clusters within each pointing and the

concentration index (CI: defined here as the magnitude

difference of the source within apertures of 1 and 3 pix-

els). The CI is related to the effective radius of each

object (Ryon et al. 2017) and can be used to differen-

tiate between individual stars and clusters; stars have

narrower light profiles and, therefore, smaller CI val-

ues compared to star clusters. The CI reference value

used to distinguish between unresolved sources (stars)

and resolved sources (candidate clusters) within M101

is 1.4 mag (Adamo et al. 2017). There are 39,705 sources

which satisfy this cut and are ultimately extracted and

included in our initial photometric catalog.

Standard aperture photometry is performed for each

cluster candidate using a fixed 4 pixel radius with a local

sky annulus from 7-8 pixels in all five filters. Aperture

corrections to account for missing flux are based on iso-

lated clusters in each field separately (see Messa et al.

2018a) and calculated by subtracting the photometry

in our fixed apertures from the total photometry inside

a 20 pixel aperture with a 1 pixel-wide sky annulus.

Finally, corrections for foreground Galactic extinction

(Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011) are applied to the photo-

metric measurements. Following this, all cluster candi-

dates detected in 4-5 bands, which also have low U-band

photometric uncertainties (σU ≤ 0.1 mag) undergo SED

fitting to derive the age, mass, and color excess E (B-V)

of each source. This reduces the final sample of Star-

cNet classified sources to 4,725 and ensures all objects

have at least one detection in a NUV- or U-band filter;

this is critical for achieving the accuracies stated above

in the derived cluster age, mass, and extinction.

The SED fitting is performed using the Yggdrasil sin-

gle stellar population (SSP) models, which implement

Cloudy to include the contribution from nebular emis-

sion lines (Zackrisson et al. 2011). All cluster catalogues

for the LEGUS galaxies use a Kroupa (2001) initial mass

function (IMF), and the cluster properties in this paper

are derived using Padova isochrones that include ther-

mally pulsating asymptotic giant branch stars (Vázquez

& Leitherer 2005) as well as a MW attenuation curve.

We have additionally performed all of the analysis de-

scribed in §4.1 using the Geneva isochrones (Ekström

et al. 2012) which are often better-suited for modeling

populations of very young clusters found in starburst

galaxies. We find minimal impact on the derived quan-

tities from the change in isochrones, with changes in

those quantities that are comparable or below our re-

ported uncertainties. Our least-χ2 SED fitting produces

average uncertainties of 0.2 dex in both the cluster ages

and masses as long as the number of filters used is 4 or

more (Adamo et al. 2017). Since our cluster photom-

etry is measured by applying a single average aperture

correction in each filter, its uncertainty affects only the

normalization of the SED, and not the overall shape. As

a result, our average aperture corrections only introduce

a 0.2 dex uncertainty in the derived cluster mass (Cook

et al. 2019b).

2.1. Visual Classification
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Figure 1. A Hubble Space Telescope (HST) false-color image (courtesy of ESA/Hubble) of M101 is shown overlaid with the
combined HST WFC3+ACS FOV composed of 5 pointings extending from the SE to the NW of the galaxy’s disk. Our coverage
allows us to probe distinctly different star-forming environments between the central regions and the outer-disk. In total 39,705
sources are detected across these 5 fields which satisfy this cut with detections in at least 2 broadband filters which are ultimately
extracted and included in our initial photometric catalog.

Figure 2. Confusion Matrix for our visually classified clusters vs ML predictions from StarcNet binned as Class 1 and 2,
which we adopt as our cluster sample (C), and Class 3 and 4, which we assign as non-clusters (NC). The ability for StarcNet
to recover Class 1 and 2 objects in M101 at the same levels or better than human classified catalogs (Pérez et al. 2021) is clearly
demonstrated, and also suggests the model performs slightly better in less crowded regions of the galaxy.
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In LEGUS, cluster candidates were placed into four

classes based on their morphological appearance (see

Grasha et al. 2015; Adamo et al. 2017; Cook et al.

2019b; Whitmore et al. 2020). Class 1 objects are com-

pact, symmetric, single peaked, and extended relative

to stellar point sources in the image. Class 2 objects

are asymmetric but otherwise share the same proper-

ties as Class 1 objects. Class 3 objects contain multiple

peaks with the same color, and are often associated with

binary or multiple stellar sources or compact OB asso-

ciations. We also note that in some cases Class 3 ob-

jects contain diffuse (nebular) emission associated with

nearby star forming regions. Class 4 objects are not star

clusters nor associations, and generally consist of back-

ground galaxies, individual stars, chance groupings, or

image artifacts (cosmic rays, bad pixels, etc.). In or-

der to obtain a reasonable set of clusters for humans to

visually inspect a magnitude threshold of mV = 23.14

(MV = −5.99) was additionally applied to the cata-

log. In total 2,351 objects were visually classified by two

LEGUS team members independently (Sean Linden and

Bradley Whitmore) to obtain a consensus result. For the

analysis in this study we are interested only in Class 1

and 2 sources which we treat as a single type of object, a

likely-bound star cluster well described by SSP models.

OB associations and larger star-forming regions which

may be un-bound and contain multiple generations of

star formation are generally given Class 3 designations.

Roughly ∼ 50% of the objects visually inspected were

determined to be Class 1 or 2 clusters, which is consis-

tent with the fractional number of Class 1 and 2 objects

found for the majority of the LEGUS cluster catalogs

(see Figure 2 of Grasha et al. 2017), and therefore repre-

sents the final catalog of human-generated star clusters

in M101.

2.2. Machine Learning Classification

StarcNet is a three-pathway convolutional neural

network (CNN) developed to classify star clusters in LE-

GUS five-band images (Pérez et al. 2021). The model

was trained using the combined dataset of all human-

classified cluster catalogs publicly released as part of

LEGUS. Crucially, this dataset does not include M101,

and thus the machine learning classifications for M101

in this work are independent of the pre-trained Starc-

Net model. Over 15,000 sources across 31 galaxies, vi-

sually classified by experts from the LEGUS team, were

used to train and test StarcNet. The final version of

the model reaches an overall accuracy of ∼ 69%, which

approximately matches the agreement achieved among

the experts who examined these galaxies (∼ 70− 75%).

However this accuracy is not uniform across classes, with

a better performance being achieved for Class 1 and 4

objects; highlighting the difficulty for human classifiers

to accurately identify objects of Class 2 and 3. The ac-

curacy of the model increases to 86% when re-measured

to adopt the binary classification of clusters (Class 1 and

2) vs. non-clusters (Class 3 and 4) that we are using in

this study (Pérez et al. 2021).

Using this model we generate a classification for all

4,725 sources with detections in 4 or more filters and low

U-band photometric uncertainties across our 5 WFC3

and ACS fields in M101. We stress that, opposite to the

LEGUS visual classification, we do not apply a mag-

nitude threshold to the sources that are classified by

StarcNet. For the remainder of our analysis we sep-

arate these fields into three different regions which cor-

respond to the central (C), southeast (SE), and three

northwest pointings (NW) in M101. In Figure 2 we com-

pare the confusion matrix for the 2,351 clusters which

have both a visual and machine learning (ML) generated

classification. Ultimately we have a relatively uniform

distribution of Class 1 and 2 clusters across our three

catalogs, and find that the agreement between the two

methods is high (78− 92%). With M101 excluded from

the original training data used to develop StarcNet,

this level of agreement demonstrates that StarcNet

can produce human-level classification accuracy for any

sample of objects detected in a galaxy out to ∼ 10 Mpc

for which the broadband filters used as part of LEGUS

are available. Further, our results for M101 are con-

sistent with comparisons of both human- and machine-

learning generated cluster catalogs produced as part of

the Physics at High Angular Resolution Nearby Galaxy

Survey (PHANGS; Whitmore et al. 2021). We note that

similar to previous star clusters catalogs produced using

machine-learning algorithms StarcNet does not iden-

tify many faint Class 3 objects. From visual inspection

we find that these objects are likely being redistributed

into all of the other classes fairly equally, and therefore

do not bias the resulting age and mass distributions.

There also appears to be a higher level of agreement

for the NW catalog which probes a region of M101 which

is much less crowded, and therefore likely to make it

easier to identify and classify individual objects. Upon

further inspection of objects in the lower-left and upper-

right cross-diagonal of Figure 2 (i.e. objects StarcNet

determines to be clusters that were visually inspected

and placed in Class 3 or 4) we find that many of them

are faint Class 1 objects that are mis-classified as Class

4 objects in the human-generated catalog. Neverthe-

less, the overall agreement is on-par with the human-

level accuracy achieved in LEGUS and further verifies

the robustness of the StarcNet model on an indepen-
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dent dataset from the data used for training the ML

algorithm.

In Figure 3 we show the resulting NUV-B vs V-I color-

color plots for all Class 1 and 2 clusters detected for

all three regions using both the human (left) and ML

(right) classifications. These plots demonstrate that

both catalogs span the full color range of the yggdrasil

and Bruzual & Charlot (2003) SSP models, and thus

the full range of cluster ages and extinctions, and that

including ML-classified objects does not bias the distri-

bution of cluster colors relative to the human-classified

sample. The median cluster properties of each catalog

along with the number of visually- and ML-identified

clusters is given in Table 1, and the color-color plots for

the individual regions is given in Appendix.

In particular, the median reduced χ2 for all Starc-

Net-classified Class 1 and 2 clusters detected in M101

is 1.36, with a median E (B-V) of 0.24. Importantly, we

do not find any trend of increasing χ2 with increasing

E (B-V) such that clusters with redder colors do not

have systematically larger uncertainties (poorer fits) in

their derived ages. Further, we do not find any signif-

icant trend between the NUV-B color and the derived

cluster mass, where stochastically sampled clusters with

masses of ≤ 104M� may appear redder and thus older

on average (Popescu & Hanson 2010). In Bastian et al.

(2011) the authors demonstrated that differences in the

observed color distributions of clusters in the central-

and outer-regions of M83 reflect the fact that they un-

dergo different levels of disruption. Looking at Table 1

we see that the clusters identified in the C and SE are

younger on average than the clusters in the NW which

also spans a much larger breath in NUV-B vs. V-I the

color distribution (Figure 13). The full analysis of the

cluster age functions (CAF) in M101 are presented in

§4.

In Figure 4 we plot the resulting distribution of Class 1

and 2 cluster V-band magnitudes in each region for both

the human and StarcNet catalogs. The threshold for

the magnitude cut (MV = −5.99) was determined by

using galaxies in LEGUS with low crowding and back-

ground level, and ultimately remove more objects in

the C and NW region than in the SE catalog. The

visually-classified clusters (red histogram) with magni-

tudes fainter than the cut in each region reflect objects

added by-eye which were discovered in the vicinity of

sources already marked for visual inspection during the

classification process. However, these objects represent

≤ 10% of the total sample of Class 1 and 2 clusters in

the C and SE regions of M101, and span the full range

of derived cluster ages. Further, we see that both cat-

alogs return a nearly identical number of sources with

apparent magnitudes brighter than mV ∼ 22.5, which

suggests that the majority of real Class 1 and 2 clusters

mis-classified as 3 and 4 by our visual inspection (Fig-

ure 2) are faint objects near the magnitude threshold

for human-classification (mV = 23.14) of the visually-

classified sample.

Finally, for all sources StarcNet returns the normal-

ized probability distribution for the object to belong in

each classification separately, where the maximum prob-

ability is adopted as the final classification. Using these

probabilities we develop a negative classification index

(Cneg = PC3
+ PC4

) which is the sum probability of an

object to be placed in Class 3 or 4 and quantifies the

level of uncertainty each object has in being designated

as a cluster vs a non-cluster in our final sample. In §4

we demonstrate the effects of adopting different Cneg
thresholds when analyzing the cluster age distribution

for each region. Overall the final StarcNet catalog

contains 2,270 Class 1 and 2 clusters, which is ∼ 4 times

larger than our final human-classified catalog of Class 1

and 2 clusters (Nc = 965), and is the catalog used to

analyze the age and mass distributions of clusters in the

C, SE, and NW regions of M101.

3. COMPLETENESS AND THE MASS-AGE

DIAGRAM

3.1. Completeness

In order to determine the completeness limit of our

cluster sample, we follow a similar prescription to

Adamo et al. (2017); Messa et al. (2018a) which uti-

lizes the LEGUS Cluster Completeness Tool. We first

create a set of synthetic sources with the BAOlab soft-

ware (Larsen 1999) by convolving the ACS F555W PSFs

with a King profile specified with effective radii of 1, 5,

and 10 pc. Observations of cluster size as a function of

age and mass reveal that the majority of star clusters

in nearby star-forming galaxies have effective radii be-

tween 1 - 5 pc, with no clear trend between the size and

the stellar mass (Ryon et al. 2015, 2017). The choice

of multiple cluster radii is also made to account for the

fact that when the light profiles of young lower-mass

clusters are generated stochastically, they may be dom-

inated by several bright individual stars. The resulting

sizes are then systematically lower than the input val-

ues which assume smoother light distributions that are

well-modeled with a King profile (Figure 7 - Silva-Villa

& Larsen 2011).

These synthetic sources are then distributed within

our M101 scientific frames by randomly placing 1000

clusters (where 80% are assigned radii between 1 - 5 pc

to reflect the real populations observed in nearby galax-

ies) with apparent magnitudes of 18 < mV < 26 within
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Figure 3. The NUV-B vs. V-I color diagram for all visually classified Class 1 and 2 clusters (Left Panel) and StarcNet-
classified Class 1 and 2 clusters (Right Panel). Overlaid in blue and red are the yggdrasil models adopted here (with ages
marked in red along the sequence), as well the comparable model from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) without emission lines
included respectively. Class 1 clusters are shown in teal with Class 2 clusters in light purple. Overall the two classes span the
same range in color for both our visual and ML catalogs. The final StarcNet catalog contains ∼ 4 times more objects than
the human-generated catalog.

Figure 4. The distribution of V-band magnitudes in the central (left), southeast (middle), and northwest (right) regions is
shown for both the visually-classified (orange) and StarcNet-classified (blue) catalogs. The magnitude threshold discussed in
§2 for a cluster to be visually inspected (mV < 23.14) is shown as a solid black line. The majority of the additional clusters
added using the StarcNet classifications are faint, and thus crucial for extending the completeness of the sample to lower
cluster luminosities.

the central, southeast, northwest 1, 2, and 3 pointings

(200 clusters assigned to each). In this way we can di-

rectly account for significant variations in the depth and

recovery across the disk of M101. The same extraction

procedure described in §2 is then applied to these im-

ages and the fraction of simulated clusters recovered in

the final catalog is calculated for each effective radius

as a function of the input cluster magnitude. We find

that after our CI cut (1.4) is applied the total V-band

90% completeness limit is mV = 23.49, 23.47, 24.04 for

the C, SE, and NW catalogs respectively. Adamo et al.

(2017) demonstrated that a CI cut of 1.4 in NGC 628

only affected the recovery of very compact and partially

unresolved clusters with Reff < 1pc. Importantly, these

combined limits are ∼ 0.3 − 0.5 mag brighter than the

90% completeness limits for our 1 pc synthetic sources.

This ensures that our results are not biased at older

ages, where cluster size increases and the luminosity de-
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Table 1. Cluster Detection Statistics and Overall Properties

Catalog Ndet Nc,ml Nc, vis τc στc Mc σMc E(B − V ) σE(B−V )

Central 1825 863 354 7.60 0.52 3.43 0.36 0.17 0.12

Southeast 1493 720 385 7.61 0.63 3.60 0.33 0.17 0.14

Northwest 1417 687 226 7.60 0.61 3.34 0.49 0.16 0.14

Total 4725 2270 965 7.61 0.58 3.46 0.40 0.17 0.13

Note—Ndet is the number of cluster candidates in extracted in each catalog detected in
four bands. Nc,ml and Nc, vis are the number of confirmed Class 1+2 clusters using the
StarcNet ML algorithm and visual inspection respectively. Values for the median cluster
age (τ), mass, and extinction as well as their median absolute deviation (MAD) in the
StarcNet-generated catalogs are given in log(τyr), log(M/M�), and magnitudes
respectively.

creases. Finally, we achieve a slightly better depth in the

NW region where the catalog is less affected by crowd-

ing. These limits are applied to our catalogs for the

following analysis of the cluster age and mass distribu-

tions.

3.2. The Mass-Age Diagram

Using the yggdrasil SSP we convert our 90% com-

pleteness limits into tracks of age and mass. In Fig-

ure 5 we plot all Class 1 and 2 clusters for both the

visually-inspected (left) and StarcNet (right) cata-

logs. The dotted- and solid-dashed lines represent an

mV = 23.48, 23.24 respectively. The goal of this study

is to evaluate the formation and evolution of clusters

in M101 over the last 500 Myr. Therefore to achieve a

mass-limited sample over this entire age range (see Re-

naud 2020) we impose a final cut of M > 103.55(3.38)M�
for the C/SE (NW) regions, shown as straight dot- and

dashed black lines respectively. The dashed-red curve in
Figure 5 represents the mass-age track for the brightest

sources (mU = 23) which begin to have U-band photo-

metric uncertainties of σU ≥ 0.1mag. All sources with

σU ≥ 0.1mag are therefore removed from our final anal-

ysis. This additional cut preferentially removes older,

lower-mass sources which are not initially removed with

our V-band 90% completeness limits.

Krumholz et al. (2015) demonstrated that Yggdrasil

SSP models agree fairly well with models which stochas-

tically sample the IMF (SLUG) at high cluster mass

(∼≥ 104.5M�), but tend to be systematically low rela-

tive to the stellar masses derived with SLUG models at

lower cluster mass. Despite this, the mean age and mass

for the population ranging from ∼ 20 Myr and 1.5 Gyr

with M > 103M� are quite similar (e.g, yellow circles in

Figure 14 - Krumholz et al. 2015). Therefore we expect

that at our adopted mass limit we can be reasonably

confident that stochasticity has minimal impact on the

sample-averaged ages and masses considered in §4.1.

In addition to increasing the total number of clus-

ters used to evaluate the age and mass distributions,

the StarcNet catalog is necessary to fully capture the

population of faint objects at or below the completeness

limits determined for each region. We also note the large

number of clusters seen with ages below 10 Myr over the

full range of masses. Although cluster fitting methods

can create some observed structure in the mass-age di-

agram, e.g. a lack of clusters with ages of ∼ 15 Myr is

a common feature of model-derived ages (Gieles et al.

2005; Goddard et al. 2010), we find no evidence of such

structures in either our human- or ML-generated cata-

logs. The mass-age diagrams for our three regions are

shown individually in Appendix Figure 14.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: THE CLUSTER

POPULATION IN M101

After determining ages, masses, and extinctions for
all clusters across our three regions we directly compare

these distributions with those of nearby normal galaxies.

However before the final analysis we make three addi-

tional cuts to the cluster samples to (1) remove objects

with age uncertainties of log(στ ) > 1 dex despite hav-

ing 4-5 filters used in the SED analysis, and (2) for the

StarcNet catalogs an additional cut of Cneg < 50% to

ensure that no objects with a very high probability in

Class 3 or 4 are retained in our final analysis. We will

explore the impact of adopting different values of Cneg
in the following Section. These two cuts remove 11 and

49 clusters respectively from the human and StarcNet

final catalogs.

In this Section we focus on the interpretation of the

derived cluster age distributions for the StarcNet cat-

alogs in each field relative to the underlying star forma-

tion history (SFH) in M101. We also analyze the young
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Figure 5. The age and mass for all Class 1 (teal) and 2 (light purple) clusters for both the visually-inspected (left) and
StarcNet (right) catalogs. The dotted- and solid-dashed lines represent an mV = 23.48, 24.04 respectively. The dashed-red
curve represents the mass-age track for the brightest sources (mU = 23) which begin to have U-band photometric uncertainties
of σU ≥ 0.1mag. All sources with σU ≥ 0.1mag are removed from our final analysis. The goal of this study is to evaluate the
cluster populations in M101 over the last 500 Myr. Therefore to achieve a mass-limited sample over this entire age range (see
Renaud 2020) we impose a final cut of M > 103.55(3.38)M� for the C/SE (NW) regions respectively (horizontal dot and dashed
lines respectively). The magnitude threshold discussed in §2 for a cluster to be visually inspected (mV < 23.14) is shown as
a solid black line. In addition to increasing the total number of clusters used to evaluate the age and mass distributions, the
StarcNet catalog is necessary to fully capture the population of faint objects at or below the completeness limits determined
for each region.

(τ < 107 yr) and intermediate (107 < τ < 108) mass

distribution functions in each region, and ultimately we

discuss to what degree the differences observed in our

cluster populations can be attributed to changes in the

properties of ISM in M101. Finally, we examine the

differences between the human- and ML-generated cat-

alogs and their impact on the resulting age and mass

distributions.

4.1. Age Distributions Across the Galaxy

In the first ∼ 100 Myr after a gas-free cluster pop-

ulation emerges it is subject to mass loss via stellar

evolution-driven expansion and tidal shocking by gas in

its immediate environment. The rate at which the CAF

increases or declines from 10-100 Myr is parameterized

by the power-law index γ, where dN/dτ ∝ τγ . However,

the slope of the CAF reflects the net difference between

any increase in the star formation rate within that region

over the same time interval as well as any destruction

of star clusters through either a mass-independent or

mass-dependent process. By jointly analyzing the SFH

inferred from resolved stellar populations over the same

regions in M101 we can disentangle the contributions

of increased cluster formation and/or destruction to the

overall CAF.

Grammer & Humphreys (2014) used archival HST

ACS F435W, F555W, and F814W imaging to derive

color magnitude diagrams (CMDs) for 5 annular bins

in M101 starting from the center. These CMDs are

then compared to synthetic models generated using the

StarFISH package (Harris & Zaritsky 2001). These

SFHs, derived using the field stars in M101, provide an

independent check on the underlying star formation ac-

tivity. For this analysis, we adopt Regions ρ = 1 and

ρ = 7 in Figure 4 of Grammer & Humphreys (2014) as

the SFH for the C (inner) and NW (outer) regions re-

spectively. Our SE region is blended with their ρ = 3

and 5 annuli, which include parts of the NW disk, mak-

ing it difficult to produce a SFH for the SE disk alone.

The SFHs for the C and NW are then re-binned to our

coarser age resolution, and fit over the same age range

as our cluster age distribution with resulting slopes of

γ = −0.07± 0.13 and γ = 0.26± 0.12 respectively.

We consider the age distribution of clusters in our

three M101 regions from 107yr < τ < 108.5yr. This

choice allows us to make accurate comparisons to the

age distributions of clusters in other nearby galaxies,
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while also avoiding selecting the youngest objects, many

of which may be unbound (Kruijssen & Bastian 2016;

Chandar et al. 2015; Adamo et al. 2020a; Brown &

Gnedin 2021). Further, when analyzing the cluster

age distributions we exclude the largest mass bins of

log(M/M�) > 7.0. These very high masses may be

the result of either an imperfect extinction correction

or multiple very compact star clusters in close proxim-

ity appearing as a single star cluster at the resolution of

these images.

Several recent studies of star clusters in nearby galax-

ies have noted that when adopting a single metallicity

value for SED fitting, many old massive globular clus-

ters may appear artificially as younger (1 − 5x108yr)

more heavily-extincted objects (Whitmore et al. 2020).

Because these clusters are all high-mass, their mis-

classification could potentially bias the interpretation of

the age distribution slopes over this age regime (e.g.,

Deger et al. 2022; Hannon et al. 2022; Moeller & Calzetti

2022). Although we stress that sources with large un-

certainties in their derived ages (> 1 dex) are already

removed from this analysis, we find 19 sources with ages

107.8 − 108.4yr and with masses > 104.8M�. To assess

the impact of a ’worst case’ scenario where all of these

objects are indeed mis-classified globular clusters, we

remove them from our analysis of the age distributions

and find that the changes in the measured slopes are

consistent within the uncertainties of the fit.

In Figure 6 we show the differential number of clusters

per age bin, log(dN/dτ), versus the median cluster age

in each bin for all clusters with 103.55(3.38) < M/M� <

107 in the C (left), SE (middle) and NW (right) regions

respectively. The plotted data are binned by 0.4 dex in

log(τ) so as to fully encapsulate ∼ 3σ times the typical

model errors of 0.2 in log(τ) discussed in §3. We overlay

the inner (red) and outer (purple) SFHs for each region,

shifted to lie on top of one another for comparison in

Figure 6. It is clear that our measurements of γ ≤ 0 for

all three regions are not driven by a similarly negative

slope in the CMD-based SFHs. In fact, the CMD data

suggests the SFH in the C and NW regions of M101 has

been roughly constant or even decreasing in the center

over the last 300 Myr. These results are also consistent

with a recent pixel-based panchromatic SED analysis of

the SFH for 10 nearby galaxies, finding that the specific

star formation rate and star formation efficiency are sup-

pressed in the C region of M101 despite the increase in

the fraction of molecular gas (Abdurro’uf et al. 2022).

Thus, we can reasonably interpret the steepness of the

age distributions as reflective of the strength of cluster

disruption mechanisms in that region.

To this end, we find that the difference in the mea-

sured γ = −0.45 ± 0.14 and γ = −0.02 ± 0.15 between

the C and the NW is statistically significant. Further,

given that the SFH of the outer-disk of M101 has a

positive CAF slope (γ = 0.26) the observed difference

may actually be a lower-limit. This trend is also similar

to what has been found in M83 and M51 (Silva-Villa

et al. 2014; Messa et al. 2018b), although the overall

cluster disruption appears to be stronger in the cen-

tral region of M51. This may reflect the larger star

formation and gas surface densities seen as a function

of decreasing galactocentric radius in M51 (Querejeta

et al. 2019). Using the gas-to-dust (G/D) ratio maps

of M101 in Sandstrom et al. (2013) we derive a gas

surface density for the C and NW regions of M101 to

be Σgas ∼ 15M�pc−2 and Σgas ∼ 4 − 6M�pc−2 re-

spectively depending on the exact choice for the CO-H2

conversion factor αCO used. These values are consis-

tent with GALEX and Spitzer measurements of the total

SFR (UV+24µm) for each region in M101 converted to

molecular gas with the resolved Kennicutt-Schmidt re-

lation (rKS), for which a recent analysis from PHANGS

determined to be Σgas ∝ Σ1.01±0.01
SFR at 100 pc scales

(Pessa et al. 2021).

To compare our results directly with other studies

of nearby galaxies we adopt the values of Σgas and γ

from Figure 14 of Messa et al. (2018b) for 7 different

morphologically-defined regions in M51: the molecular

ring (MR), inter-arms (IA), spiral arms (SA), and 4 ra-

dial bins each containing an equal number of clusters

which extend from the center to ∼ 7 kpc (see Figure 1

of Messa et al. 2018b). We then perform a linear least-

squares fit to the regions in M51 to determine how the

gradient in molecular gas surface density compares to

our results for the C, SE, and NW regions of M101 (solid

blue line). In Figure 7 we see that the overall disrup-
tion in M101 is lower compared to the inner spiral arms

and molecular ring in M51, and the only regions with

comparably low Σgas values to M101 are the outer-most

radial bin and the inter-arms of the galaxy. However, the

central and SE regions appear to have a slightly higher

disruption (∼ 2σ) for their Σgas relative to the linear

least squares fit of the M51 data.

Differences in the completeness limits between the two

cluster catalogs may artificially increase the strength of

the correlation observed. From Messa et al. (2018a) we

see that the V-band completeness limit for the outer-disk

is comparable to the value found for the NW regions of

M101. However for the central region of M51, which

has a much higher measured ΣSFR and Σgas (Schuster

et al. 2007; Schinnerer et al. 2013), the completeness

limit is 103.7M�. Adopting this value for the C region
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Figure 6. The differential number of clusters per age bin, log(dN/dτ), versus the median cluster age in each bin for all clusters
with 103.55(3.38) < M/M� < 107 in the C (left), SE (middle) and NW (right) regions respectively. The total number of Class 1
and 2 clusters (determined by StarcNet) which are ultimately used for this analysis is given in the upper-left of each Panel.
We overlay the CMD-based SFHs for the C (red) and NW (purple), which are re-binned and fit over the same age range as our
cluster age distributions, demonstrating that the negative slopes measured for γ are indeed due to cluster disruption over the
mass and age ranges considered (Grammer & Humphreys 2014).

Figure 7. Values for the cluster disruption rate (γ) and the
molecular gas surface density (Σgas) over the same field-of-
view plotted for the C (filled triangle), SE (filled square), and
NW (filled Hexagon) regions in M101 (green) and regions in
M51 (filled blue circles) taken from Messa et al. (2018b). A
linear least-squares fit to the M51 data points along with
the corresponding 1σ uncertainties are shown in blue. The
fit excluding the regions with the highest disruption in M51,
which correspond to the molecular ring (MR) and spiral arms
(SA), is shown by the light blue line. The central region of
M101 appears to have a slightly higher disruption rate for
the measured Σgas relative to both of the trends inferred
from the M51 data.

of M101 does not significantly flatten the observed age

distribution slope within the uncertainties. Finally, even

after excluding the regions in M51 with the steepest age

distribution slopes (MR and SA) and re-fitting the cor-

relation (light blue line), the age distribution slope the

central region of M101 remains steeper. It is therefore

likely that neither the trend we observe between γ and

Σgas or the differences between the two galaxies are

driven by incompleteness.

As demonstrated in Linden et al. (2021), changes in

the observed disruption rate of star clusters in the cen-

tral regions of major galaxy mergers are broadly con-

sistent with models where large increases in the density

of gas in the ISM can cause clusters to be destroyed

through collisions with GMCs over timescales of 200-

300 Myr (Miholics et al. 2017). An additional mecha-

nism that can affect the survival times of GMCs and
star clusters is destruction due to galactic shear. Using

the EMOSAIC simulations of cluster formation and evo-

lution across cosmic time Jeffreson et al. (2020) demon-

strated that for MW-like galaxies galactic shear can be

the dominant mechanism of GMC destruction, with a

characteristic lifetime of ∼ 200 Myr, for values of mid-

plane pressure Pmpk
−1
B > 104.2 K cm−3 which is only

achieved in the central region of M101. Therefore a fac-

tor of 3 increase in the gas surface density from the

outer to the inner regions of M101, as well as an ad-

ditional contribution from an increased galactic shear

may account for the differences in the measured slope

∆γ ∼ 0.4 dex.

4.2. Age Distributions Over Different Mass Ranges
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Figure 8. The age distributions for Class 1 and 2 clus-
ters in the C (top) and NW (bottom) fields. In order
to test for a mass-dependence on the measured slope γ
we increase the mass rage of the clusters considered from
103.55 < M/M� < 103.6 (dark blue), 103.6 < M/M� < 103.8

(light blue), 103.8 < M/M� < 104.0 (light green), and
104.0 < M/M� < 104.4 (black) showing that lower-mass clus-
ters experience a higher rate of overall disruption relative to
low mass clusters within the same region of M101.

Finally, in order to determine whether the results for

our age distribution slope is dependent on the range of

cluster masses considered we re-measure γ for the C,

SE, and NW regions using mass intervals of 103.4 <

M/M� < 103.6, 103.6 < M/M� < 103.8, 103.8 <

M/M� < 104.0, and 104.0 < M/M� < 104.4. In Figure

8 we show the resulting age distribution slopes for the C

and NW regions. For both regions we find that increas-

ing the mass range considered has the effect of flattening

the observed distribution slope, which is tentative evi-

dence for mass-dependent cluster disruption. However,

given the uncertainties in estimating the completeness

limit at the faint-end, we require comparably significant

differences in the slopes of the CMFs between different

regions to claim evidence for this effect (see §4.3). Im-

portantly, the distribution slopes measured for the C

region also remain steeper than the NW regardless of

the mass range considered. These conclusions are what

we would expect for environmentally-dependent disrup-

tion for the cluster populations in M101, and are similar

to the results found when analyzing the young and old

cluster populations in M82 (Li et al. 2015). In Table 2

we give the number of clusters used to fit the distribu-

tions shown in Figure 8 for all three regions in M101.

4.3. Mass Function

The cluster mass function (CMF) has been studied

extensively across a wide variety of star-forming galax-

ies in the local Universe. These studies have produced a

canonical CMF slope of the form dN/dM ∝ (M)−2 (see

Adamo et al. 2020b). We consider the mass distribu-

tion of clusters in M101 over two age intervals to sample

the young (τ < 107) and intermediate (107 < τ < 108)

age populations. When modeling the CMF we adopt a

maximum-likelihood fitting technique as well as a boot-

strap resampling of the posterior distribution functions

for a simple model (PL) model where β is the over-

all power-law slope. We implement the IDL routine

MSPECFIT, which has been used previously to study

the mass functions of both giant molecular clouds and

YSCs in galaxies in the local Universe (Rosolowsky et al.

2007; Messa et al. 2018a). A study to look for evidence of

a mass truncation in the CMFs measured for the full LE-

GUS survey is the topic of an upcoming analysis (Adamo

et al. in prep), and is outside of the goals of this paper.

In Figure 9 we show the young and intermediate age

CMFs for the C region in M101 using our StarcNet

catalog. We find that the data are well-described by

a power-law with a slope β ∼ −2 over both age in-

tervals within uncertainties. Further, the CMFs de-

rived using the human-classified catalog for the C re-

gion are βyoung = 2.27 ± 0.19 and βint = −2.06 ± 0.24.

These vales are consistent within uncertainties and again

suggest that the ML algorithm does not preferentially

mis-classify clusters with lower-luminosities. A simi-

lar result was also found by comparing the CMF for

human-classified and machine-learning classified cata-

logs in M51 (Grasha et al. 2019). We also note that

these results are obtained using the same mass complete-

ness limit of 103.55M� for both the human-classified and

ML cluster samples. In Table 3 we list the derived CMF

slopes for each age interval, and for each region based on
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Table 2. Mass-Dependent Age Distribution Fits

Sample Nc : 103.4 − 103.6M� Nc : 103.6 − 103.8M� Nc : 103.8 − 104.0M� Nc : 104.0 − 104.4M�

Central 130 122 74 76

Southeast 93 112 112 107

Northwest 88 74 72 78

Note—Nc is the number of Class 1 + 2 clusters with masses between the stated limits in each column for
each of the three regions in M101.

Figure 9. The cluster mass function (CMF) for young (τ < 107 yr - left Panel) and intermediate-age (107 < τ < 108 -
right Panel) star clusters in our StarcNet catalog for the central pointing. Both distributions are well-fit with a power-law
dN/dM ∝Mβ , where β is consistent with the canonical ∼ −2 PL slope for both age intervals.

the StarcNet catalogs. In Figures 17 and 18 we show

the CMFs derived for the young and intermediate-age

clusters in the SE and NW catalogs respectively.

In Figure 8 we found tentative evidence for mass-

dependent cluster destruction in both the C and NW

fields, where the overall disruption is significantly higher

in the center of M101 relative to the outer-disk. If both

environmentally- and mass-dependent cluster destruc-

tion are occurring in M101, we expect to see a compa-

rably significant difference in the CMFs between the C

and NW regions overall as well as between the young and

intermediate age cluster samples within a single region.

In Figure 9 we see find that the young and intermediate

CMF slopes are consistent within uncertainties, how-

ever the low-mass turnover increases by ∼ 0.5 dex from

102.5M� to 103.0M�. In contrast, the low-mass turnover

in the NW increases by a smaller amount, ∼ 0.25 dex

from 102.5M� to 102.75M�, between the young and in-

termediate age cluster populations respectively. Fur-

ther, unlike the C and SE regions the slope of the CMF

in the NW appears to be slightly steeper, at the ∼ 2σ

level, than a canonical −2 power-law for both the young-

and intermediate-age cluster samples (Appendix Figures

15 and 16). While, these differences hint at possible

mass-dependency in the overall disruption rate between

the C and NW regions of the galaxy we stress that de-

termining the low-mass turnover in the CMF for cluster

masses M < 103M� may be significantly affected by

stochasticity, and thus we do not find strong evidence in

support of mass-dependent cluster disruption in M101.

4.4. Comparing to Visually-Selected Cluster Samples

An open question in our analysis remains: by adopting

the StarcNet catalog in the previous subsections what

are the overall effects on the cluster color distributions,

and the subsequently-derived cluster age and mass dis-
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Table 3. Results From MSPECFIT
for the StarcNet Catalogs

Sample Nc β σβ

Central-Young 245 -2.27 0.19

Central-Int 451 -2.06 0.24

Southeast-Young 300 -2.17 0.27

Southeast-Int 266 -2.11 0.18

Northwest-Young 178 -2.05 0.26

Northwest-Int 351 -2.38 0.28

Note—Nc is the number of Class 1 + 2
clusters with masses above the
completeness limits and within the
stated age ranges. Young and
intermediate clusters are defined as
having ages τ < 107yr and
107yr< τ < 108yr. β is the slope of the
PL fit the CMF using MSPECFIT.

tributions? In Figure 10 we first show the color-color

distribution of all Class 1 and 2 clusters in our Starc-

Net catalogs separated into 4 bins based on their ap-

parent magnitude: mV < 23.14, 23.14 < mV < 23.48,

23.48 < mV < 24.04, 24.04 < mV . These bins repre-

sent clusters brighter than our threshold for visual clas-

sification, clusters brighter than the 90% completeness

limit for the C and SE regions, clusters brighter than the

90% completeness limit for the NW region, and clusters

fainter than this limit which are not used in any analysis.

We can see that the median cluster colors for the first

three magnitude bins are approximately the same. It is

not until we look at clusters fainter than mV = 24.04 do

we see the median value (black square) shifts to redder

colors, and thus this magnitude bin does not represent

the full distribution of cluster colors determined from

the brightest sources in the catalog.

To further investigate the nature of the faint sources

included in our StarcNet cluster catalogs we compare

the positions of Class 1 and 2 clusters to the popula-

tion of faint red clusters discovered in the disk of M101

with previous HST ACS imaging (Simanton et al. 2015).

These clusters are one magnitude fainter than the ex-

pected GC peak (MV = 6.5) in M101 based on observa-

tions of the GC luminosity function in the MW. They

occupy the same luminosity-color space as LMC inter-

mediate age clusters, suggesting that these objects have

survived a long time in the disk without being disrupted.

This scenario may be consistent with the lower disrup-

tion rates seen for the three regions in M101 relative

to observations of other nearby spiral galaxies (Messa

et al. 2018b). Over the WFC3+ACS footprint of our

study Simanton et al. (2015) discovered 140 such clus-

ters, and we retain 101/140 and 132/140 of these ob-

jects in the human-generated and StarcNet-generated

catalogs respectively. This again demonstrates that the

faint cluster population in our StarcNet catalog is not

biased towards sources of a particular color ranges.

To assess the impact on the subsequently-derived clus-

ter age and mass distributions we quantify how the

human-generated and StarcNet classifications depend

on the physical properties of the star clusters. Overall

we find that the agreement remains high (∼ 78%) rela-

tive to the full sample (Figure 2) for Class 1 and 2 clus-

ters with 103.38 < M� < 104.5 and rises above ∼ 90%

for Class 1 and 2 clusters with 105 < M� < 107. Fur-

ther, when comparing the classifications as a function of

cluster age we again find good agreement (∼ 81% and

∼ 72%) for Class 1 and 2 clusters with ages 1-100 Myr

and 100-1000 Myr respectively. These differences do

not significantly affect our interpretation of the results

(environmentally-dependent cluster disruption) due to

the fact we see these trends across all three fields in

M101.

Several reviews (Krumholz et al. 2019; Adamo et al.

2020b) have suggested that inclusive source selection

(automatic detection and classification) vs. exclusive

(catalogs which have been visually-inspected) may be a

factor which has led different research groups, producing

catalogs in different ways, to reach different conclusions.

In Figure 11 we show the cluster age distribution func-

tion for the central region in M101 produced using the

visually-inspected catalog as well as the same complete-

ness limits in mass and age used in Figure 6. We find

that the inferred distribution slope is consistent within

uncertainties relative to the StarcNet catalog for the

same region and over the same age and mass ranges.

Thus, although human-classified catalogs have gener-
ally been preferred in the literature, with the inclusion of

StarcNet we can produce a catalog of low- and high-

mass objects with robust classifications without the need

for time-intensive human-inspection; this time-intensive

process fundamentally limits our ability to character-

ize the complete cluster populations in the most nearby

massive spiral galaxies.

Finally, in order to determine the effect that the Star-

cNet Class 1 and 2 confidence thresholds have on the

resulting distribution we show the age distribution func-

tions for the C region of M101 with 4 different thresholds

of Cneg in Figure 12. Along with the number of Class

1 and 2 clusters included within each threshold in the

top left of each Panel, we also give the resulting slope γ.

As we increase the threshold for including in the clus-

ter catalog from Cneg < 50% to Cneg < 20% the slope
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Figure 10. The NUV-B vs. V-I color diagram for all visually classified Class 1 and 2 clusters in 4 bins based on their
apparent magnitude: mV < 23.14 (top left), 23.14 < mV < 23.48 (top right), 23.48 < mV < 24.04 (bottom right), 24.04 < mV

(bottom left). These bins represent clusters brighter than our threshold for visual classification, clusters brighter than the 90%
completeness limit for the C and SE regions, clusters brighter than the 90% completeness limit for the NW region, and clusters
fainter than this limit which are not used in any analysis. Overall the clusters used in our analysis mV < 24.04 span the full
range in cluster colors. The median color in each bin is shown by the back square in each panel.

begins to flatten, though remains consistent within the

uncertainties of the measurements. Thus, while higher

thresholds for including a cluster in the StarcNet cat-

alog reduces the overall number of objects, this does not

preferentially remove only low-mass clusters from the fi-

nal sample. In the Appendix Figures 17 and 18 we show

the corresponding age distributions for the SE and NW

regions. A similar flattening is observed for these cat-

alogs, but importantly the difference between the dis-

ruption rate measured for the inner and outer-regions

of M101 ∆ ∼ 0.2 is robust against different thresholds

of Cneg, and further demonstrates that the inclusion of

StarcNet classifications does not introduce any sys-

tematic biases in the resulting cluster catalogs or derived

age distributions.

5. SUMMARY

We present Hubble Space Telescope WFC3/UVIS

(F275W, F336W) and ACS/WFC optical (F435W,

F555W, and F814W) observations of the nearby grand-

design spiral galaxy M101 as part of the Legacy Extra-
galactic UV Survey. Using Source Extractor we build

an initial catalog of 39,705 objects with a S/N of ≥ 10

for 10 pixels in at least 2 of our photometric bands.

2,351 of these sources with mV < 23.14 were visually

inspected and assigned a classification of 1 (symmet-

ric), 2 (asymmetric), 3 (multi-peak; associations), or 4

(single stars, galaxies, etc.). We also utilize the convo-

lutional neural network (CNN) StarcNet to provide

classifications on the same scale for the entire catalog of

objects. Class 1 and 2 sources are retained as clusters

in our final catalogs. Finally, we impose a requirement

of 4 or more photometric band detections and σU ≤ 0.1

mag for each source in order to ensure we can extract

robust (σage,mass ∼ 0.2 dex) estimates for cluster ages,

masses and extinctions. With both our human-classified

(Nc = 965) and StarcNet-classified (Nc = 2, 270) clus-
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Figure 11. The age distributions for Class 1 and 2 clusters
in the C field using our visually-classified catalog. The dis-
tribution slope appears to be consistent with the StarcNet
catalog, and underscores the fact StarcNet is capable of
producing a catalog of low- and high-mass objects with ro-
bust classifications in M101 without out the need for human-
inspection.

ter catalogs we have produced the most complete census

to date of compact star clusters in M101. The following

conclusions are reached:

(1) For the 2,351 sources with both a visual- and ML-

classification StarcNet is able to reproduce the human

classifications at high levels of accuracy (∼ 80 − 90%)

for binary classification (cluster vs non-cluster), which

is equivalent to the level of agreement between human

classifiers in LEGUS. In particular StarcNet appears

to be able to recover several faint Class 1 objects that are

mis-classified as Class 4 in the human-generated cata-

log. By comparing the magnitude distributions for each

catalog using both classification methods we find that

indeed the vast majority of the Class 1 and 2 clusters

added in the StarcNet catalog relative to the human-

classified catalog is a population of faint sources which

were mostly missed by the limitations of visual inspec-

tion.

(2) The derived cluster age distribution implies a disrup-

tion rate of dN/dτ ∝ τ−0.45±0.14 over 107 < τ < 108.5

for cluster masses ≥ 103.55M� for the central region of

M101 and dN/dτ ∝ τ−0.02±0.15 for the northwest region

of the galaxy. This is consistent with observations of

other nearby spiral galaxies which show enhancements

in the cluster disruption rate as a function of decreas-

ing galactocentric radius. Finally, we find that splitting

our age distributions by mass ranges results in steeper

age distribution slopes toward lower masses. These re-

sults both provide evidence in favor of environmentally-

dependent cluster disruption in the central, southeast,

and northwest regions of M101. They also hint at the

possibility of mass-dependent disruption, although our

data do not provide a definite answer to this issue given

the completeness limits of our cluster sample, and the

relatively limited coverage of the total galaxy stellar

populations (Figure 1).

(3) The derived cluster masses imply CMFs for M101

which are all well-described as dN/dM ∝ M−2 across

our three regions, two age intervals, and both the human

and ML-classified catalogs. This is consistent with the

canonical -2 power law found for nearly all normal star-

forming galaxies in the local Universe.

(4) The age distributions inferred from the human-

classified cluster distributions suffer from a bias in the

objects selected for inspection. Further, we show that

the StarcNet Class 1 and 2 classifications are robust

against a range of confidence thresholds for each catalog.

Therefore the use of these catalogs does not bias our re-

sults in any significant way, and represents the best path

forward for creating fast ML-generated catalogs of clus-

ters in large numbers of nearby galaxies which now have

deep multi-band HST archival imaging and will soon be

observed with the James Webb Space Telescope. The

final cluster catalogs for M101 are available on the LE-

GUS website (https://legus.stsci.edu).
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Figure 12. The age distributions for Class 1 and 2 clusters in the C field using our StarcNet catalog. From the top left to the
bottom right panel we increase the threshold for objects to be included as clusters in our final catalog from 0-80 % confidence.
The resulting distribution slope γ appears to slightly flatten as the thresholds increase and the number of clusters in the overall
sample decreases, but demonstrates that the age distribution inferred from our StarcNet catalogs is insensitive to the choice
of Cneg adopted in our analysis.
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 3 for the central (top left), southeast (top right), and northwest (bottom) regions respectively. As
discussed in §2.2 The differences in the observed NUV-B vs. V-I color distributions can be attributed to the differences in the
cluster disruption rates measured in the C and NW regions (Bastian et al. 2011).

APPENDIX
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Figure 14. Same as Figure 5 for the central (top left), southeast (top right), and northwest (bottom) regions respectively. As
discussed in §2.2 the northwest region includes fainter clusters than the other two regions because it is less affected by crowding.
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Figure 15. Same as Figure 9 for the young (left) and intermediate-age (right) clusters in the southeast region.

Figure 16. Same as Figure 9 for the young (left) and intermediate-age (right) clusters in the northwest region.
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Figure 17. Same as Figure 9 for the NW catalog.
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Figure 18. Same as Figure 9 for the SE catalog.


